Validation of a Novel Smartphone Accelerometer-Based Knee Goniometer
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Abstract

Loss of full knee extension following anterior cruciate ligament surgery has been shown to impair knee function. However, there can be significant difficulties in accurately and reproducibly measuring a fixed flexion of the knee. We studied the interobserver and the intraobserver reliabilities of a novel, smartphone accelerometer-based, knee goniometer and compared it with a long-armed conventional goniometer for the assessment of fixed flexion knee deformity. Five healthy male volunteers (age range 30 to 40 years) were studied. Measurements of knee flexion angle were made with a telescopic-armed goniometer (Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN) and compared with measurements using the smartphone (iPhone 3GS, Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA) knee goniometer using a novel trigonometric technique based on tibial inclination. Bland–Altman analysis of validity and reliability including statistical analysis of correlation by Pearson’s method was undertaken. The iPhone goniometer had an interobserver correlation (r) of 0.994 compared with 0.952 for the Lafayette. The intraobserver correlation was r = 0.982 for the iPhone (compared with 0.927). The datasets from the two instruments correlate closely (r = 0.947) are proportional and have mean difference of only –0.4 degrees (SD 3.86 degrees). The Lafayette goniometer had an intraobserver reliability ± 9.6 degrees. The interobserver reliability was ± 8.4 degrees. By comparison the iPhone had an interobserver reliability ± 2.7 degrees and an intraobserver reliability ± 4.6 degrees. We found the iPhone goniometer to be a reliable tool for the measurement of subtle knee flexion in the clinic setting.
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Loss of full knee extension following anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) surgery has been shown to impair knee function. 1,2 However, there can be significant difficulties in accurately and reproducibly measuring a fixed flexion of the knee. Some studies suggest that conventional lower limb goniometry may contain errors of between 5 and 10 degrees even in experienced hands. 3–5 Such errors may exceed the magnitude of a given fixed flexion deformity.

We sought to find a means to eliminate the difficulties associated with palpating the bony landmarks of the femur—by making calculations based entirely on the measured position of the tibia. In the setting of state funded healthcare, even a relatively small capital outlay can be prohibitive—we therefore repurposed commercially available technology.

We studied the interobserver and the intraobserver reliabilities of our novel, accelerometer based, knee goniometer technique and compared it with a long-armed conventional goniometer for the assessment of fixed flexion knee deformity. Measurements on radiographs would provide a robust “gold standard” but the use of X-ray for this purpose is not routine and not without risk. We therefore chose the best commonly applied “bed-side” measurement technique.
Accelerometers have been used to make anatomical measurements including measurements of knee flexion. These research studies demonstrated encouraging reproducibility and validity with useful “smallest detectable differences” (SDDs). Until relatively recently, however, these were the domain of research science—expensive, not widely available and often requiring additional computer hardware to make meaningful interpretations of the data obtained.

Increasingly, so-called “smartphones” use accelerometers. They serve as position sensors and as a means to interact with computer games. These hand-held devices present a powerful potential tool—not only do they contain high-quality triaxial accelerometers but also significant computing power, storage space, and internet connectivity.

Materials and Methods

Accelerometer/Trigonometric Estimation of Knee Flexion

A digital accelerometer returns a value in direct proportion to the acceleration it experiences. At rest it will return a value equal to the acceleration of free-fall (1G) when orientated perpendicular to the ground and zero acceleration when parallel to it.

By arranging three accelerometers in the X, Y, and Z axes it is possible to establish the orientation of a device by simple trigonometry.

The technique described here could be applied to any programmable device containing accelerometers. We used an iPhone® 3GS (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA) for this study but numerous suitable smartphones are available on the market. Software applications do exist which use the built-in accelerometers to measure the inclination of the device and thereby measure angles. We took this a step further by writing a custom application to make calculations in real time according to the following model.

We may consider the femur, knee, and tibia to form two right-angled triangles (► Fig. 1). From the work of Anderson, we know that in the phenotypically normal adult the femur and tibia have a fairly constant relationship of length. Average ratio for men and women is ~1.2. Small differences in this ratio have a modest effect on the calculated angle (a change of 10% leads to less than a 5% change in the calculated angle).

An accelerometer-based inclinometer can easily be placed along the subcutaneous border of the tibia to measure its inclination relative to the ground. The femoral segment, by virtue of its anatomy, is significantly more difficult to instrument in this fashion. By accepting a constant ratio of lengths femur:tibia, it is possible to calculate the knee flexion angle (κ) from the tibial inclination (β) alone (► Fig. 1) thus eliminating the need to measure the femoral position. This calculation is performed in real time by the smartphone—returning a value for knee flexion (or extension) angle based on the calculated position of the femur.

This technique requires the patient to be supine. Differences in body habitus between patients may have an impact on the measured inclination which is compensated for by using the contralateral limb as the control.

Using this technique knee flexion angles between 145 degrees hyperextension and 145 degrees flexion can be measured—encompassing all but the slimmest and most flexible of knees.

With both measurement techniques, we took the “normal” knee as our zero point and then calculated the flexion/extension of the “affected” knee relative to it.

Data Collection

Five healthy male volunteers (age range 30 to 40 years) were studied. None had known pre-existing knee pathology. Heights ranged from 1.74 to 1.86 m. Weights ranged from 78 to 101 kg. A bolster was used to symmetrically raise the heels off the examination couch. In this position, the soft tissues of the calf and thigh were clear of the couch and the knees fully extended. A series of fixed flexion deformities of between 5 and 45 degrees were simulated in each subject’s right knee by the use of a series padded, solid, wedges placed behind the popliteal fossa with the subject supine (► Fig. 2A).

Measurements of knee flexion angle were made with a telescopic-armed goniometer (Lafayette Instrument, Lafayette, IN) the instrument was centered on the lateral femoral epicondyle and the center points of the greater trochanter and lateral malleolus were palpated (► Fig. 28). The same knee positions were also measured using the smartphone (iPhone 3GS. Apple Inc., CA) knee goniometer running the application "Knee Goniometer” (► Fig. 2C).

Each subject had three different knee flexion angles simulated. Two experienced, independent observers measured each position twice, separated by a time interval, with each instrument. The observers were blinded to the previous measurements. In total 120 measurement pairs (comparison of “normal” and “affected” sides) were recorded—30 different knee positions in all.

Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was undertaken in R (version 2.11.0—The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
After the work of Altman and Bland, scatter plots were constructed which demonstrate linearity, proportionality, and a close approximation to the “ideal” x = y line. The standard deviation of the difference and Pearson’s product-moment correlations were calculated with 95% confidence intervals (Table 1).

**Results**

For intraobserver reliability the Lafayette goniometer had a SD of differences of 4.8 degrees. Statistically, therefore, 95% of measurements should lie ± 9.6 degrees. The interobserver reliability was ± 8.4 degrees. By comparison the iPhone had an interobserver reliability ± 2.7 degrees and an intraobserver reliability ± 4.6 degrees.

Overall the iPhone goniometer achieved better interobserver and intraobserver reliabilities compared with the Lafayette goniometer.

The accuracy (validity) of the iPhone goniometer, compared with the standard Lafayette goniometer was ± 7.6 degrees with a mean difference of 0.38 degrees (Fig. 4).

**Discussion**

Loss of knee extension is a well-recognized complication following ACL reconstruction surgery and carries with it poor functional results. Sachs et al reviewed 126 patients who had undergone ACL reconstruction. A flexion contracture of 5 degrees or more was present in 24% of patients and correlated positively with patellofemoral pain. Roe et al evaluated 7 years after ACL reconstruction. The authors concluded that a flexion contracture was associated with early osteoarthritic changes. Kocher et al evaluated 201 patients and found that patients with a knee extension within 5 degrees of the opposite normal knee had a median patient satisfaction score of 9 (scale 1 [worst] to 10 [best]) compared with a median score of 7 for patients who lacked more than 5 degrees of knee extension. Shelly and Gray performed a regression analysis on 502 patients following ACL reconstruction at a minimum follow-up of 10 years. They found that the most statistically significant factor relating to lower subjective scores was a lack of normal knee extension. They found that even 3 to 5 degrees loss of knee extension compared with the opposite knee adversely affected subjective (International Knee Documentation Committee and Noyes subjective knee scores) and objective (isokinetic quadriceps muscle strength) outcomes.

Measurement of subtle loss of knee flexion can be difficult. The anatomy of the femur makes the identification of bony landmarks difficult and, in some patients, virtually impossible. Lenssen et al when measuring range of movement in patients knees with a long-arm goniometer found that based on their interobserver agreement, the SDDs for active extension was 8.2 degrees, that is, only changes in motion greater than this value would be detected beyond measurement error when different clinicians performed similar measurements. Bovens et al in a study to determine the variability and reliability of joint measurements determined that it is difficult to show an improvement or worsening of a joint motion of less than 5 to 10 degrees. Such errors may exceed the magnitude of a significant fixed flexion deformity. Our results for the Lafayette goniometer are comparable with similar studies of conventional goniometers.

Long-leg lateral radiographs of the lower extremity are technically difficult and involve a significant ionizing radiation exposure. Two-dimensional digital image analysis has been described but is dependent on body habitus and specialist input. Bennet et al described a method of measuring and recording knee joint motion using digital imaging which demonstrated a high interobserver reliability (r > 0.948) and intraobserver repeatability (r > 0.906). In a busy clinic setting, recording and measuring digital photographs are time-consuming and impractical. Volumetric imaging with computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging remains time consuming and expensive. While computer navigation systems are increasingly being used in the operating theater, they are seldom available in the outpatient setting. Furthermore, no commonly used method can be used by the patient himself or herself to assess his or her own progress.

The speed and ease of use of a smartphone-based goniometer, coupled to the convenience of a device that is always to
hand, make it a potentially useful tool provided that it is both valid and reliable.

In our study, we found the iPhone goniometer to have excellent reliability. It compared favorably with the Lafayette goniometer, having an interobserver correlation ($r$) of 0.994 compared with 0.952 for the Lafayette. It also exhibited better intraobserver correlation ($r = 0.982$ compared with 0.927). The iPhone instrument also had excellent validity when compared with the Lafayette goniometer. The datasets from the two instruments correlate closely ($r = 0.947$) are proportional and have mean difference of only $-0.4$ degrees (SD 3.86 degrees).

From our data, we calculate the SDD measureable by iPhone goniometry to be better than half that measureable with a telescopic-armed goniometer.

In conclusion, we found the iPhone goniometer to be a reliable tool for the measurement of subtle knee flexion in the clinic setting when compared with the current standard bedside technique. While comparison against radiographic studies would be of value we feel that the radiological exposure would not be justified in routine

---

**Figure 3** Scatter plots demonstrating interobserver and intraobserver correlation for the Lafayette goniometer and the iPhone goniometer.

**Figure 4** Bland and Altman plot$^9$ of measurement differences against average readings by the Lafayette and iPhone goniometers. 95% confidence interval is shown. This plot shows the spread of agreement between the measuring techniques, the closer the mean difference lies to zero, the more proportional the two techniques being compared. The spread of the data, represented by the 95% CI (1.96 SD) lines demonstrates the reliability with which the two techniques agree (a narrower range is better).
clinical practice and could not, therefore, be sanctioned in this context.
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Table 1  Summary of the Interobserver and Intraobserver Reliability of the Two Measurement Techniques and Assessment of the Validity of the iPhone Goniometer Compared with the “Standard” Lafayette Goniometer (after Bland et al)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pearson’s Correlation (r)</th>
<th>95% Confidence Interval</th>
<th>Mean Differences</th>
<th>SD of Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette goniometer</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>(0.851,0.965)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>4.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraobserver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interobserver</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>(0.901,0.977)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>4.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhone</td>
<td>0.982</td>
<td>(0.962,0.991)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraobserver</td>
<td>0.994</td>
<td>(0.986,0.997)</td>
<td>–0.7</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interobserver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette goniometer vs. iPhone</td>
<td>0.947</td>
<td>(0.913,0.968)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>